CSE758 Final Project: IPSec Implementation For Minix

Name: ________________________________
SUID: ________________________________
Email: ________________________________
Date: ________________________________

- **Project Demo (60 pts)**
  1. Correctness: program runs correctly ___/10pts
  2. User friendly: encrypts/decrypts transparently ___/10pts
  3. Efficiency: fast execution of program ___/10pts
  4. Robustness: will not crash or affect other programs ___/10pts
  5. Overall: a subjective factor of our overall impression ___/20pts

- **Project Design (40 pts)**
  1. Idea: your design idea, how you implement the system ___/15pts
  2. Knowledge: your understanding of each functions, components ___/15pts
  3. Skill: your communication skills to convince us to buy it ___/10pts

- **Bonus points (20 pts)**


Total: ____/ 100